
Iowa Road Trip 
Journal of Betsy Breiding 

June  7th to the 25th 
 
6-7-97 
We had a good beginning to our trip.  We got everything done in a very organized way, left the 
house in great shape for Angela, and didn't yell at each other once. 
 
We left the house about 8:30.  It was cool & cloudy.  We took secondary roads most of the way 
to Tom's in Columbus & arrived around 12:30.  We got the tour of Tom's new place & met his 
new cat, Tanner.  The new house is fairly nice (but the bathroom is still dirty)! 
 
We went downtown to the Art Festival, then ate at Hoster's Brewery.  I had a delicious 
hummus & cucumber sandwich & a glass of Cabernet (what sacrilege, at a brewery). 
 
Now I'm upstairs by myself getting in some much needed alone time, while Mike & Tom drink 
beer downstairs & get nostalgic over Oglebay photo albums. 
 
Tomorrow we head to Illinois. 
 
6-8-97 
We left Tom's about 8:30 and headed west on Rt. 40.  The weather was cloudy & chilly-
probably in the 50's.  We watched for several of the landmarks in the "Highway 40" book and 
found the Red Brick Tavern, but we think the Victorian house must have been torn down.  We 
thought we found the site, though.  We stopped and talked to several area folks about it, but 
nobody really knew anything.  However, there were lots of interesting sights along the road and 
lots of neat old houses to look at. 
 
We took Rt. 40 around Indianapolis & then picked up Rt. 36 which we took into Illinois & up to 
the town of Monticello (population 4500) around the Decatur/Champaign area.  We found the 
Foster Plaza Inn, checked in, and then went for a walk.  We found it to be a quaint little town 
with some great houses.  We even found the house of an older gent who was a peony hybridizer 
although we didn't get to meet him.  There was a yellow peony in his yard! 
 
We ordered a pizza from Fillipo's Pizza (a very strange affair) and then relaxed in our room to 
the accompaniment of large equipment tearing out the pavement of the bowling alley next 
door.  It's now about 6:30 Sunday evening.  I hope they're almost finished!!! 
 
6-9-97 
I got up for an early morning walk and heard a parula in the park!  I also drove to Hardees & 
brought back coffee and two cinnamon raison biscuits. 
 
We hit the road about 7:30, and were soon on Rt. 10 driving across Illinois.  We missed our 
turn and ended up on a different route which took up to Carthage where we stopped to see the 
historic Carthage jail.  We didn't realize the town, etc. was run by the Mormons & that Joseph 
Smith & his brother had been murdered there.  The brochure we picked up made us decide to 
drive over to Nauvoo, the 1800's Mormon settlement.  The Mormons were a bit pushy there & 
we were short of time, so we didn't do the movie & tour, but we drove through the old town & 
stopped at the bakery for some Nauvoo blue cheese ($3.39 a lb.) 
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We got to Bill's about 3:00, took a walk, met his roommate Christina, and had some of his 
famous chicken. 
 
Forgot to say that we drove along the Great River Road, a road that runs along the Mississippi, 
before we crossed over into Iowa.  It was very scenic, with views of barges coming down the 
river.  
 
We went to bed quite early & were awakened frequently by the nearby trains. 
 
6-10-97 
Morning dawned clear and I went out for a walk around 5:45 a.m.  Bill was already up and had 
made coffee. 
 
After breakfast, Mike & I went for an hour long walk down to Chatauqua Park, a great place 
with big trees and a woodsy feel to it.  Then we lounged with Bill & Christina in their pleasant 
backyard. 
 
After a walk to the courthouse & some lunch, Mike and I took a fifteen mile bike ride-my first 
in 6 months!  The small hills just about did me in-I must be real out of shape! 
 
We went to a Mexican restaurant for dinner.  It was pretty good. 
 
I've been enjoying Christina's cats-Moogie, Sophy, Rudy & Mommy.  They're all variations of 
black & white. 
 
6-11-97 
Another beautiful morning.  I took a half hour walk around 5:45 a.m.  We packed, said good-
bye to Bill, and finally got underway about 8:30 a.m. 
 
We really enjoyed driving through Iowa and enjoying its tiny little towns with their parks & 
courthouse squares.  As soon as we got into Missouri things looked dirty & ill kept, but maybe 
that was just the area we happened to be in. 
 
We zigzagged back & forth on little roads and managed to be in 4 different states. 
 
By late afternoon we arrived in Marysville, Kansas, looking for a place to stay.  As we 
approached the town, things looked more & more ominous weather wise.  Lightening cracked, 
the skies were dark.  Suddenly all hell broke loose!  Police ahead of us were waving motorists to 
the side of the road.  As we pulled over, the wind increased.  Trees bent & things flew through 
the air.  The rain beat down so hard we couldn't see out of the car-then it changed to hail.  The 
car began to rock and I was afraid we would go over at any moment.  Later we found that a 
tornado had touched down just southeast of us.  I never want to be that close to a tornado 
again. 
 
We tried to find a place to stay in Marysville, but all the motels were booked up with work 
crews, so we went to the next town down the road, Washington, Kansas, and found a nice little 
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motel called the K Motel for $27 a night.  We also found that the "Bike Across Kansas" bike 
tour was in town for the night & some were at our motel, so that was interesting.  We talked to 
some of them, and one woman is going to send us literature about the tour.  Also they have a 
web site. 
 
We ate dinner at the Long Horn Bar & Grill-we ate in the bar with "the locals."  I had a 
Monteray Chicken Salad (iceburg lettuce with fried chicken strips) and Mike had chicken-fried 
steak. 
 
6-12-97 
A clear morning that turned quickly overcast.  We got coffee from the gas station across the 
road & were soon on our way to Oakley.  As we drove west, the clouds pulled back & left a 
beautiful blue sky.  We got to Oakley around noon & were sorely disappointed.  It was desolate 
& depressing & we couldn't find the place we had stayed on our honeymoon.  After eating lunch 
at the "Daylight Donuts" place, we opted to head down the road to Sharon Springs.  Once there 
we found a little Mom & Pop motel with picnic tables under the tall shade trees and that's 
where I'm sitting now, enjoying the breeze & listening to an oriole sing.  Mike has gone for a 
bike ride.  Seibel Motel $29.00!! 
 
As we were deciding on supper plans, the weather took a turn for the worse.  We walked 
downtown to look for a place, found that the Eagle Tail Restaurant wasn't open, so we went to 
the Hideaway for a drink & munchies.  The bar had tractor seats for barstools!  As we left the 
bar, the sky looked so black & threatening that we decided to go back to the hotel & "batten 
down the hatches" before supper.  Sure enough, we found out there was a tornado warning for 
our county.  The rains came!-and delayed our supper-but the tornado missed us. 
 
Dinner at the Eagle Tail was "smothered" burritos-quite interesting.  After a drive out of town 
(on which we saw prong horned antelopes) we retired to our kingsized bed in the  Seibel Motel 
and a Hawaii Five-O rerun. 
 
6-13-97 
 
Friday the 13th 
We left Sharon Springs and drove West toward Pueblo.  The foothills appeared-a beautiful 
sight! 
The towns along the way were small & decrepit and definitely on the decline. 
In Pueblo we went grocery shopping, then headed across 96 for Gunnison.  The scenery was 
spectacular-aspen groves, meadows full of thousands of iris, snow capped peaks and luxuriant 
lilacs! 
 
We couldn't remember where we had camped last time & decided to try the Amaron camp 
ground, but it turned out to be right along Rt. 50-bummer.  So after looking at the map, we 
decided we had stayed at the South Rim campground, & headed there.  By this time Mike had 
been driving for about 10 hours & had a pounding headache. 
We found the national monument much more developed than on our visit 15 years ago (big 
surprise).  There is no longer a marked trail to bottom of the canyon on the general map-and 
you have to get a permit to hike down there.  The campground now has a multi-media show in 
its amphitheater! 
There are kids in the campsite that backs against ours-what fun!  We think we'll move 
tomorrow. 
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We dined on sirloin steak cooked over juniper, noodles with Nauvoo blue cheese sauce & salad 
accompanied by a dry white wine for me and a Pabst extra light (70 calories) for Mike.  After 
supper we took a walk along the rim trail-great scenery!  We returned shortly after 9:00.  A 
thunderstorm drove the campground residents "in-doors" & made for a quiet sleeping 
environment.  Thank God for Therma-rest! 
 
6-14-97 
A clear & beautiful dawn!  By 8:30 we were ready to take off on our bikes for the monument 
road & overlooks.  We soon found that even seemingly gentle grades took quite a toll at this 
elevation.  Views from the overlooks were breathtaking.  The weather turned threatening again 
and there was thunder & rain spatters as we pedaled furiously toward the farthest overlook 
where we figured we could take shelter in the outhouses if necessary.  But the changeable 
weather cleared again, so we ate our lunch at a picnic table in a juniper grove.  It was so 
peaceful-almost no one else was there.   
 
At the overlooks, the white throated swifts and violet green swallows were everywhere, 
careening perilously close to our heads sometimes as they dipped & soared.  Then we heard it-
the melodious far away descending notes of the canyon wren! 
 
We returned to the campground approx. 1:30 & had salsa, chips & beer.  Almost everyone has 
moved out of the campground & it's very quiet, so we're enjoying it now & will take a drive this 
evening when things rev up again. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
 
We had an early supper then drove down to the East Portal Campground.  The campground 
didn't look familiar to me, but I remembered walking along the road next to the river. 
 
While we were gone it rained-the weather changes back & forth so quickly here-and of course I 
left the salt & pepper out.   Thank goodness we won't need it for the hot dogs tomorrow night.  
 
The campground is quieter tonight. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
 
Two things of interest I forgot to mention.  As we walked to the overlooks today, we began to 
hear clicking noises.  I suggested it might be cicadas & sure enough, there were hundreds of 
cicadas about the size of the tip of your little finger. 
 
Also the ranger who gave us the permit to hike down to the river had been to the Morgantown 
area many years earlier doing white water rafting on the Cheat & New Rivers. 
 
6-15-97 
It's about 6:45 a.m. and we are sitting in our little "sunroom" at the front of the campsite 
drinking coffee and listening to the birds.  I got up about an hour ago, made coffee & watched 
the sun rise.  Soon we head down into the canyon-Yikes! 
 
It took us an hour and a half to hike down into the canyon.  The trail was slightly hairy in spots-
we thought several places were worse than the one with the chain.  There was tons of poison ivy 
at the bottom.  We stayed for awhile & then started back up. 
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It was pretty rigorous, but not as bad as I remembered.  We encountered 16 people on our way 
back up, the last of whom was a ranger on his way down to check on the hikers (Ted Moe). 
 
Back at the top we bought books, etc. at the Visitor Center & Concession Stand.  Mike bought a 
book called Gunnison Country and the ranger on duty (Dale Culver) said it was written by one 
of his professors at the college at Gunnison. 
 
We drove to Montrose in search of a milk shake and some information on roads to take 
tomorrow.  An old codger at the Chamber of Commerce was a wealth of information, but we 
struck out on the milk shake. 
 
Back to the camp for salsa & chips and beer.  We tried to nap in the tent, but it got too hot. 
 
We took the rest of the afternoon & early evening to reorganize & pack up everything we could 
so we can roll out early in the morning.  Hot dogs & beans for supper, then campfire, ____ & 
bed.  We were surprised to hear a night hawk! 
 
6-1 
6-97  Monday 
 
Boy, was I sore this morning! 
 
The huge RV that pulled into the campground and revved up their generator last night turned 
it on again this morning at 6:45.  Mike went over to tell them that quiet hours were 10:00 to 
7:00, so the man turned the generator off, but at the dot of 7:00, he revved it back up & yelled 
"Asshole!"  As Mike said, "the ugly camper"! 
 
We were packed and out by 7:30 and had more beautiful scenery.  We pulled off at one point to 
watch a "housing development" of cliff swallows.  There were hundreds of them flying back & 
forth from some muddy areas to the cliff wall to build their "houses."  They almost looked like 
swarming insects. 
 
Aspen was a huge disappointment!  I remembered it as a quaint little town, and it's now a 
crowded yuppy tourist trap! 
 
It turns out that the 16th & 17th are "Bike the Rockies" days in Colorado.  We saw quite a few 
cyclists going over Independence Pass! 
 
Loveland Pass was snowy & beautiful and we saw skiers at A-Basin.  We arrived at Denise's 
around 4:00.  To our surprise, we found that she had other company staying also-her friend 
Nancy & Nancy's son who was going to space camp in Denver that week.  We made hamburgs 
for supper & hit the hay pretty early. 
 
6-17-97 
We left to take the bus to the big city (Denver) about 9:45.  First we went to the visitor center 
and then walked down the mall to the Rock Bottom Brewery where we had lunch outside.  
After lunch we continued on our walk & stopped at the Tattered Cove, a 3 floor book store that 
was great fun.  There were many & various old chairs in inviting nooks & cranniess so people 
could sit & browse.  We both found some interesting items. 
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Our next stop was the Federal Building to see if there was a forestry department there to get 
some forest service maps.  There was high security due to the Oklahoma City bombing trial 
going on there. 
 
Next we took the bus to the Denver Botanical Garden.  It was interesting, but we were both 
getting tired at this point.  We decided to go back into the city (downtown area) for supper & 
walked all the way from the Botanical Garden.  It was quite a hoof and we were both glad to sit 
down at the Wyncoop Brewery, which turned out to be the parent to Wheeling's Nail City 
Brewery with the same signature beer, Railyard Ale.  Mike had the Thai Cobb Salad which 
turned out to have a very spicy salad dressing which included cilantro, so I was glad I hadn't 
ordered it.  I think my salad was one of the best I've ever had.  It was called Smoked Marlin 
Salad and had a good sized chunk of peppered smoked marlin on mixed greens topped with 
fried wonton strips & sesame vinaigrette dressing.  Yum! 
 
We had to wait almost an hour for our bus back to Golden, and the bus was peopled with some 
very "interesting" characters. 
 
We sat up for awhile when we got back talking to Denise & Dave. 
 
 
6-18-97 
We reorganized the car & left Denise's about 10:00 a.m.  First we went to King Sooper for 
groceries (which included a package of sushi from the deli) then we gassed up & headed north.  
Although we had originally planned to stay in Rocky Mountain National Park or the 
surrounding first service area, we ended up going farther north & crossing into Wyoming and 
Medicine Bow National Forest.  We stopped at Boswell Creek Camp Ground & decided that was 
the place for us.  Eight lovely wooded, widely spaced campsites.  We chose one from which you 
could hear the burbling of the creek & set up camp.  Only one other site was occupied that 
night. 
 
Not long after we were set up it began to rain & hail, so we retreated to the car with beer & 
wine.  When we realized it was not going to let up in the near future, we decided to take a drive.  
We took a gravel/dirt road that hooked up to 230 in 7 miles.  In several places, the road 
became a red, wet clay/powder surface which was almost impossible to drive on.  We inched 
along, trying not to slide off the road & breathed a sigh of relief when we reached the hard top.  
Since it was still pouring rain, we decided to stop and have our supper at the Woods Landing 
Bar & Café.  It was quite a quaint old place, with some local characters and a dance floor 
supported by box car springs!  We talked with the older man next to us at the bar as we ate. 
 
We got back to the camp ground shortly after 8:00, had a lovely quiet fire & went to bed. 
 
P.S.  There were lots of mosquitoes!! 
 
6-19-97 
We got up about 6:30 to a beautiful clear, blue sky morning.  After coffee & sweet rolls, we 
headed out for a walk down the road.  The scenery was absolutely gorgeous-aspen, pine, sage 
brush, tons of wild flowers & beautiful back roads running everywhere.  We hiked for about 2 
hours, then came back for breakfast after which I laid down in the tent & read-troubled tummy. 
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After noon we drove out & found a cross country ski trail to hike.  It was an OK hike but not as 
nice as the morning.  We came back for beer, munchies & supper, then headed out for our 
evening walk on which we identified a broad tailed humming bird. 
 
Our evening campfire was accompanied by the sights & sounds of an approaching 
thunderstorm, but it never really hit us, so we're still sitting here enjoying the fire and the 
increasing twilight.  We both agree this is one of the nicest campgrounds we've stayed in! 
 
6-20-97 
We left Boswell Campground around 8:00 a.m.  Another beautiful morning & we hated to 
leave, but the mosquitoes were waking up fast, so we hopped in the car & off we went. 
 
We saw many pronghorn antelopes as we drove along and once we saw a fawn nursing.  The 
terrain was ever changing, flat to hilly, scrub, wild flowers, rocks, and all with a wide blue sky 
with fantastic cloud formations. 
 
We got to the Black Hills early afternoon, but when we arrived at Pringle, where we thought 
there might be a place to stay, there was nothing!  We ended up in Custer at the Chalet Motel-
quite small, but not too bad for 35.00 a double. 
 
We visited the Chamber of Commerce, the Forest Service, & Subway, then we showered & did 
some laundry, had supper & vegged out in front of the TV. 
 
Tomorrow we leave at 5:30 for Mt. Rushmore. 
 
6-21-97 
We took full advantage of the longest day of the year-at least at the a.m. end.  Shortly after 
5:30, we were having breakfast in a little downtown café in Custer.  Then we headed for Mount 
Rushmore via Custer State Park where we saw buffalo-boy, are they big! 
 
We arrived at Mount Rushmore a little before 8:00 a.m.  It was a good time of the day to go, 
because there weren't too many people yet.  Construction was going on to enlarge the area.  
Although the sculptures weren't as massive as we had anticipated, they were quite impressive, 
especially upon hearing their history & the process by which they were made. 
 
We had planned to go to Crazy Horse Mountain, but admission would have been $14 for the 
two of us, so we decided to pass. 
 
On to Jewel Cave.  We took the 1 ½ scenic tour.  The cave was very nicely decorated but the 
tour guide left something to be desired. 
 
Then we took a great hike-a 6 ½ mile loop in Hell's Canyon.  Mike had a record 5 ticks in one 
hike-none attached. 
 
Back at the motel we sat at the picnic table & had beer & chips & salsa. 
 
We packed the car & had a lousy dinner at Taco Bell, then watched TV & went to bed. 
 
6-22-97 
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We breakfasted again at our little café in Custer and then headed for the Badlands about 6:00 
a.m.  The Badlands were absolutely stupendous, slightly reminiscent of Bryce Canyon, quiet & 
majestic with a moist, cool morning breeze blowing.  We visited some overlooks, took a back 
road through open range, went to the visitor's center & gift shop, then took a 7 ½ mile desert 
hike that was scenic but very hot!  We identified a horned lark, and there were tons of western 
meadowlarks!  When we got back from our hike it was early afternoon, and the number of 
visitors had really revved up, so we more or less did a drive through of the rest of the park & 
left.  We planned to stop at Wall Drug, but it was like a tourist village & jammed with people so 
we decided to pass.  We drove on through South Dakota to the town of Highmore, where we 
found a great mom & pop motel called the Prairie View Motel.  
http://highmoresd.govoffice3.com/index.asp?Type=B_BASIC&SEC={2E6A9ED4-3AAA-4FAD-804F-D3D07CE9E933}&DE={4458FBB2-
18EA-4F4F-B263-1B6F9EA8CFEC} 
Jacque McDonnell 
220 US Hiway 14 West 
Highmore SD 57345 
(605) 852-2261 
tessadri@venturecomm.net 

 
We got their last room because of a festival in town called Old Settlers' Day.  It was a double, 
but they gave it to us at a single rate of $27.56.  They had ice in bags which they told us we 
could use as much of as we needed, so we filled up our ice chest.  They also had a coffee pot & 
microwave for our use.  We had supper at a bar & grill down the road.  They had what must be 
a strange local custom of serving toast with all their meals-how odd!  Mike had chicken fried 
steak and I had about 20 fried shrimp for $2.95!  TV & bed. 
 
6-23-97 
My birthday-47 years old!  We got an early start out of Highmore & headed east.  At one point 
we could see blue sky all around us, but a driving rain was blowing across the road.  It looked 
like South Dakota had gotten a lot of rain because there were "lakes" alongside the road in 
many places, usually with a duck or two in residence.  In several placed there were "water on 
the road" signs which were really recent. 
 
As we entered Minnesota & drove on, we saw that rain was definitely needed there!  However 
there were many lakes.  We saw white pelicans on one & we saw a loon fly over. 
 
It was very hot & very windy.  As we drove we used a wet washcloth to sponge off. 
 
We crossed into Wisconsin & came to the town of Heyward.  We found a little place called The 
Riverview Retreat.  Cabin #4 was exactly what we wanted.  It looked like a serene, quiet place 
where we could hang out for the next few days.  It had a fridge & a coffee pot and an old 
fashioned camp style shower.  We booked it for three nights & decided we would skip the 
Porcupine Mts.  The place had a German shepherd named Sa___ & a cat named Homer. 
 
In the evening Mike & I splashed in the river.  We found big clams living there.  Mike found 
one that was just a shell with a crawdad living in it. 
 
Unfortunately, the flaw in the Riverview Retreat was the traffic.  Cars & especially trucks 
barreled by all night without let up. 
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6/24/97 
We got our money back for the next two nights, packed up & headed for the Porkies.  We got 
there in the late afternoon.  It had been hot all day, but as we neared the lake the temperature 
cooled considerably. 
 
We set up camp in site 25, (Our previous site 29 was already taken) cracked open beers and 
walked down the rocks.  When we first got to Union Bay Campground, we had noticed some 
flies.  They got worse!  We walked to the visitors' center & the flies got worse!  The rangers told 
us they were stable flies that blew in several times a season with a warm southwest wind. 
 
As we walked back to camp it began to rain.  We spent the rest of the evening hanging out in 
the car.  We never even cooked dinner-we just snacked & drank in the car.  When we moved to 
the tent, we got a good view of the loon down on the lake. 
 
6/25/97 
It rained & blew all night and in the a.m., despite the beautiful sunrise & blue sky, the flies 
continued to swarm.  Once again we packed up & set off for Pictured Rocks National 
Recreation Area. 
 
We had a great hike along the lake shore.  It was sunny, breezy & cool & the views were 
spectacular.  The water close to the rocks was the most beautiful turquoise color!-and in some 
places you could hear it slapping against the rocks like thunder.  There were some stable flies 
near the beach, but nothing like the Porcupine Mountains.  Mosquitoes in some spots. 
 
When we got back to the parking lot, we were surprised to find that it was almost 6:00 p.m.  
We were also surprised to find that the lights had been left on & the battery was dead!  Luckily, 
several good ol' boys were available with their jumper cables to help us out. 
 
We drove to Scenery (Fox River Motel, Seney Michigan? –mb)  & found a motel with a 
kitchenette so we could use up some of our camping food.  We had Dinty Moore stew with 
French bread & salad. 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ END OF TRIP ? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Saturday, Sept. 6, 1997 
Cool and sunny/cloudy-high of about 70º.  We've been lazy today.  Mostly relaxing with a little 
grocery shopping thrown in.  Mike made his spaghetti sauce.  Charlie agreed to sell us his truck 
for $500.00! 
 
Sunday, Sept. 7, 1997 
We walked the 4-H Camp Loop today and I made tabouleh for supper.  Mike bought Charlie's 
truck & brought it home. 
 
Monday, Sept. 8, 1997 
 
A hectic day at work.  My CD-Rom drive disappeared!  I need to get in tomorrow early to get 
things straightened out so I feel sane!  The  
  
Birds 
????????????? -mb 


